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Vocational-technical education is being recognized today as one of 
the most significant segments of American education. F,nrollments in 
trade and industrial education increased from 1, 087, 000 in 1965 to 
1,900,000 in 1970. Trade and industrial education at the post-secondary 
level more than doubled, with adult education increasing by 100,000 
enrollees during the five-year period from 1965 to 1970, basically as 
a result of the fundings made available by the Vocational Education Act 
of 196.3. 
A recent document published by the u. s. Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare (1971) combined the above data with the fact that 
the fundings from the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 became 
available in the latter part of 1970 to make the following projections 
for 1975: 2,364,000 students will be enrolled in trade and industrial 
programs by 1975, increasing the numbe~ of teaching positions from 
approximately 57,000 to 74,ooo (a ~.3 per cent increase). 
Oklahoma's trade and industrial education growth has closely 
paralleled the national trend, with the development of area vocational-
technical'schools from 196.3 until the present time adding to the 
problems of recruitment and retention of teachers. The state leader-
ship of trade and industrial education began to recognize the magnitude 
of the problem when, as early as 1966, they were confronted with 
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shortages of certified day trade teachers to meet the demand of in-
creasing offerings in vocational-technical areas within the existing 
comprehens~ve schools and for the new area schools. The results of 
the renewed interest in trade and industrial education in Oklahoma may 
be partly summed up with the following demographic facts: By 1971, 
16 of 21 proposed area vocational-technical schools had been built, 
with the number of trade and industrial teachers increasing from 228 
in 1965 to 433 in 1972. 
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The philosophy and goals of trade and industrial education in the 
secondary schools are traditionally such that the education received 
prepares the students for job entry upon completion of studies and 
training. Direct occupational entry tends to break all regular lines 
of teacher recruitment from colleges for high school teaching. Further-
more, certain vocational education subjects are not offered as college 
courses, because college training is not necessary for success in them. 
This creates a situation wherein occupational competency can only be 
acquired through the pre-vocational offerings in secondary schools or 
non-college credit vocational-technical schools and on,...the-job ex-
periences. Thus, sufficient mastery of subject content and skills 
for teaching is usually derived from several years of successful 
employment experience. Following the generally accepted belief that 
all teachers must have a level of canpetency higher than what they will 
be E~xpected to teach their students means that recruitment of trade 
and industrial teachers must be directly from the industrial occu-
pations they will be teaching. 
All vocational teachers in Oklahoma must have occupational ex-
perience prior to certification. Furthermore, all vocational teachers 
in Oklahoma are required to have a baccalaureate degree for certifi-
cation. Exception is ma.de for trade and industrial teachers who may 
begin teaching without a degree but must pursue a degree at the rate 
of eight college hours per year to maintain a temporary teaching 
certificate. 
Confronted with shortages of trade and industrial teachers for 
certain areas as early as 1966, The State Supervisor of Trade and 
Industrial Education, requested Oklahoma. State University College of 
Education to establish a means of granting college credit to trade 
and industrial teachers for occupational experience acquired prior to 
becoming secondary vocational teachers. The request for credit for 
experience was based on a belief that this inducement would encourage 
non-degree teachers to put forth more effort to reach the degree 
status, and that it would also serve as inducement for recruiting new 
teachers with a high level of industrial skills. 
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The department of l'rade and Industrial Education promptly proposed 
a method of granting up to 24 college credit hours for occupational 
experience by a validation examination. The plan was approved by the 
Oklahoma State University Board of Regents in 1968. Since that time, 
105 trade and industrial teachers have successfully completed an 
occupational experience validation examination in Oklahoma. 
Statement of the Problem 
The need to staff trade and industrial programs has been exceeding 
the capacity of teacher education institutions to meet the demand with 
degree teachers who have the necessary occupational experience. 
Therefore, Oklahoma State University has been attempting to help 
non-degree teachers reach degree status faster and remain in teaching 
as a result of receiving credit for their occupational experience. 
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The problem was the lack of information about how well the program 
of granting college credit for- occupational experience was serving the 
professional needs of non-degree teachers in <klahoma in relation to 
recruitment and retention and the lack of information concerning needs 
for improvement and expansion of this program or for adoption of other 
innovative programs. The lack of descriptive information about the 
non-degree skilled craftsmen who become teachers and how they relate 
to professional requirements imposed thereby is a key facet of con-
sideration for this investigation. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to describe the employment patterns 
of the trade and industrial teacher for the school years 1967-68 
through 1972-73 and their relationship to the use of granting college 
credit for occupational experience as an instrument of recruitment and 
retention of non-degree trade and industr.ial teachers. 
· Perhaps this purpose can be indicated more clearly by the fol-
lowing questions which it sought to answer: 
1. To what extent have the non-degree trade and industrial 
teachers utilized the validation examination for personal and 
professional fulfillment? 
a. How many have received their baccalaureat degrees? 
b. How many have pursued graduate work? 
2. What has been the growth in total numbers of trade and 
industrial programs in <klahoma? 
J. How many teachers- entered trade and industrial teaching 
without a baccalaureate degree during this period? 
4:. How many entered tra~e·and industrial teaching with a 
baccalaureate degree during this period? 
5. What has been the drt1pout rate of degree teachers compared to 
the dropout rate of non-degree teachers? 
6. Is there a difference in the retention of non-degree teachers 
who have utilized the validati'on college credit examinl:!,tion for occu-
pational experience and those who did not use it? 
7. ln the opinion of those who took the examination for 
validated college credit: 
a. Where and from whom did they learn of the opportunity to 
use credit for occupational expe'rience? 
b. Did they feel this credit possibility was an important 
influence in their deciding to become trade and industrial teachers? 
c. Did they feel it was an important influence in their 
retention as trade and industrial teachers after they entered the 
profession? 
d. What factors other than this credit influenced them to 
become trade and industrial teachers? 
e. What factors have caused or would cause them to drop out 
of the teaching profession? 
f. What other factors would influence recruitment and 
retention of trade and industrial teachers? 
Need for the Study 
The tremendous growth in trade and industrial education in the 
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past decade has caused administrators and teacher educators to take a 
closer look at recruitment, selection, and developmental programs for 
trade and industrial teachers •. As was pointed out in the final report 
from the Institute on the Recruitment, Selection, and Training of 
Teachers of Trade and Indullltria:l Education (1969), schools must "vie 
with industry" for the type of person both need for positions of 
leadership, and al though both recruit in the same population field, 
schools must do so with certain handicaps. One handicap is that 
schools are often forced to match f;i.nancial rewards given in industry 
with intrinsic rewards in the teaching profession. 
One such intrinsic reward has been to help the non-degree teacher 
reach degree status faster by allowing him to receive college credit 
for his vast amount of occupational experience. The question arises as 
to what extent the competency examination program is helping fulfill 
the indiviqual teacher's aspirations. 
One of the questions asked by Fagan ( 1969) in his cone lusions to 
the National Trade and Industrial Education Seminar on Certification 
was "to what extent do teacher certification requirements and teacher 
education programs conform to the education and other growth aspira-
tions of teachers?" In the literature surveyed, this question has 
usually been answered by supervisors and teacher educators .!2!:, the non-
degree teachers. It has been assumed the wisdom of experience had 
provided the correct course of action, and, in this respect, studies 
were desi~ned to substantiate supervisor and teacher educator actions. 
The intent of this present study was to reveal any significant needs 
for improvements that have been overlooked due to the lack of non-
degree teachers• point of view or to changing circumstances. 
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The need for this study, ·· there:fore, is a result of the require-
ment for more direct information about the employment patterns of trade 
and industrial teachers a:nd information from the non-degree teachers 
regarding their needs relating to the relatively new program of 
granting college credit for occupational experience with the results 
providing numerable implicatiorrs for expansion, extension, and up-
grading of such practices for ·future developments in trade and indus-
trial teacher education programs. 
Scope of the Problem 
This study included data on all certified trade and industrial 
teachers in Oklahoma from September I, 1967 through May JI, 1972-73 
school years for the employment patterns of degree and non-degree 
teachers. The questionnaires re·garding teachers I views on the 
examination and other factors confronted by non-degree teachers in 
meeting certification requirements were mailed to these 105 non-degree 
teachers in Oklahoma who had taken the competency examination for 
occupational experience. 
The 105 people constituting the total population using this 
special college credit from l968 to the present date of the study were 
located in area vocational-technical schools, comprehensive secondary 
schools, post-secondary programs, and some had returned to industry. 
Twenty different trade and industrial disciplines were represented in 
the population, with the teachers coming from schools located in all 
major sections of Oklahoma. 
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Assumptions 
The design of this study was based upon three major assumptions: 
1. It was assumed that the 105 trade and industrial teachers 
have had sufficient experiences to enable them to have unique insights 
into the special needs of non-degree teachers. 
2. It was assumed, also, that the 105 people studied will be 
representative of other non-degree teachers in respect to the questions 
asked about recruitment, and personal aspirations for usefulness in 
future trade and industrial teacher selection. 
J. An additional assumption of this study was that those indi-
viduals selected for the survey responded deliberately and in sincerity 
to the questionnaire items. 
Definitions 
~ Vocational-Technical School--A school or program involving a 
large geographical territory usually including more than one local 
basic administrative unit. It offers specialized training to high 
school students who are preparing to enter the labor market. It also 
provides vocational or technical education to persons who have com-
pleted or left high school and are available for full-time study. 
Extension Class--Class instruction given for the purpose of 
increasing or extending skill and knowledge in the occupaticn in which 
one is engaged, usually on the adult level. 
Gainful Employment--Employment in a recognized or new and emerging 
occupation for which persons normally receive in cash or in kind wage, 
salary, fee or profit. This term includes employment in sheltered 
workshops for handicapped persons. 
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General Education Program--A secondary school, junior college, or 
adult education program of studies designed primarily to assist pupils 
with the common activities of citizenship, work, and family life 
through a variety of electives. This is contrasted with specialized 
education which prepared for·an occupation. 
Guidance (Vocational)--The process of assisting individuals to 
understand their capability and interests; choose a suitable vocation; 
and prepare for, enter, arid make successful progress in that vocation. 
Industrial Education--A generic term applying to all types of 
education related to industry including industrial arts education, 
vocational industrial education (trade and industrial education) and 
much technical education. 
In-service Training 12.!:. Teachers--An educational process that 
includes those policies, plans and procedures in which professionally 
related needs and tasks serve as the basis for the educational program 
of employed teachers--the prQgram(s) should serve both the educational 
development of the teacher and the advancement of education. 
Occupation--A term referring to a person's regular work, business, 
or means of earning a living. 
Occupational Competence·--The skills, understandings, and apprecia-
tions needed for successful employment in a specific occupation or 
cluster of closely related occupations. 
Occupational Experience--Vocational instruction which is aimed at 
furthering the development of vocational competencies through actual 
employment as a source of learning. 
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Pre-employment Training--Instruction and practice in the skills 
and principles of an Qccupation or payroll job, given to persons before 
their placement on a job. 
) 
State Board 12!:, Votational .!m!!, Technical Education--Designated 
or created by state law as the sole agency responsible for the adminis-
tration of vocational education,· or for supervision of the adminis.;. 
tration by local educational agencies (also referred to as State 
Department). 
Supervisor--The profe·ssi'dn:al··;person responsible for the promotion, 
development, maintenance, and improvement of instruction in a given 
field and over a given area. Supervisors may operate at the local, 
district, or state level, and much of their work is concerned with 
in-service training for vocational teachers. 
Teacher Certification--Granted after the minimum academic, 
professional, and other standards established by state departmer.i.ts 
of education are met by those who wish to teach full or part-time in 
the public school system. 
\ Teacher Educator (Teacher Trainer)--A professional person in the 
field of education responsible for the preparatory and in-service 
training of teachers. 
Trade .!!.!l2. Industrial Education~-Instruction planned to develop 
basic manipulative skills, safety practices, judgment, technical 
knowledge, and related occupational information for the purpose of 
fitting persons for initial employment in industrial occupations or 
upgrading and retraining workers already employed in industry. 
T & I will often be used to refer to trade and industrial education 
throughout the remainder of this study. 
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Trade Competency Exam: A trade test given to skilled workers 
to see if they meet minimum qualifications as to knowledge and skill 
to teach their specialization (also called occupational competency 
testing program). Trade competency tests are used to validate college 
credit for various years of industrial experience by several insti-
tutions of higher education. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The overall purpose of this study was to describe the employment 
patterns of the trade and industrial teachers for the school years 
1967-68 through 1972-73 and their relationship to the use of granting 
college credit for occupational experience as an instrument of recruit-
ment and retention of non-degree trade and industrial teachers. The 
study was focused around some common elements which all non-degree 
teachers share in this state, such as standard certification and 
degree status being a state requirement for all teachers, with special 
provisions made for only trade and industrial teachers, which can be 
attributed to our changing ideals, values, and needs of late-twentieth 
century vocational-technical education in America. 
This chapter gives an overview of the need to examine some of our 
programs in trade and industrial teacher education with respect to 
competencies necessary for successful teacher performance. 
Need for Vocational-Technical Education 
The nation is becoming vitally aware of vocational-technical edu-
cation, as can be observed by viewing enrollment statistics over the 
past five years. Trade and industrial education enrollment figures 
from a 1971 government publication of the U.S. Department of Health, 




1,900,000 in 1970 with a projected figure of 2,36!,i,,ooo by 1975. 
With the developing of 11 Career Education" as the 11 in11 thing in 
the United States today, one can surmise that occupationally oriented 
classes such as trade and industrial education, offering the goal of 
immediate employment upon graduation, will continue to grow in popu-
larity. 
The recent gove·rnment publication, Career Education, 1971, quotes 
Commissioner Marland as stating that "career education will eliminate 
the artificial separation between things academic and things vo-
cational. 11 The commissioner went on to observe that: 
Educators must be bent on preparing students either to 
become properly and usefully employed immediately upon 
graduation from high ·school or to go on to further formal 
education. The student should be equipped occupationally, 
academically, and emotionally to spin off from the system 
at whatever point he chooses--whether at age 12 as a 
craftsman apprentice, or age 30 as a surgeon, or age 6o 
as a newly trained practical nurse. 
The idea of career education having two major implications for 
trade and industrial teachers in the future was pointed out by Feirer 
(1972) in his editorial. One implication is that if one teaches 
industrial education, he is already involved in career education and 
will remain in tbe mainstream of the new emphasis. Secondly, efforts 
will be made to enlarge or modify some programs, meaning that with a 
narrow field of specialization persons may not fill the bill as trade 
and industrial teachers in the future without special training in-
dustrially or educationally. 
The edi tot of Technical Education ~ magazine also predicts 
vast changes;due to the educational reforms of the 1970 1 s. Armond 
' I 
' ' 
Irwin (1972) states that: 
Although the ittmrediate goal of career education is to 
influence changes in the programs of public elementary and 
secondary schools, the eventual outcome will have sig-
nificant implications for post-secondary education as well. 
Careers of a technical nature may begin with an interest in a high 
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school trade and industrial class and continue in the junior colleges 
and community colleges. 
This great emphasis on vocational-technical education would indeed 
be grossly unjust if only educators and students were interested in 
them; for the success of any career education program, there must be 
careers awaiting the graduates. According to the Occupational Outlook 
Handbook, 1972-73 edition, from the U.S. Department of Labor Sta-
tistics, jobs .!tl.!.!. be available for the graduates, especially in the 
trade and industrial education areas. The following summations from 
the report will help exemplify the needs for trade and industrial 
education. 
The 27.8 million blue collar workers, skilled,. semiskilled, and 
unskilled, employed in 1970 make up one-third of the nation's employed 
workers. Employment 'trends for the. two groups served by trade and 
industrial education are expected to increase by 215,000 new skilled 
workers per year and 320,000 semiskilled openings per year during the 
l970's. The document went on to state that while many young persons 
move from one semiskilled job to another and, over a period of years, 
acquire knowledge and skills sufficient to make them skilled workers, 
others begin learning a skilled trade in vocational or technical 
schools and move directly into jobs qualified as skilled workers with 
a minimum of on-the-job training. 
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The Need for Professionai Personnel in 
Trade and Industrial Education 
Reflecting further on some of the above-stated needs, values, and 
ideals for vocational-tedmical education, one can see that educational 
requirements for tra:de and industrial teachers have changed not only in 
numbers needed to staff the program as specified in the preceding 
chapter, but in personal qualifications which have become broader and 
deeper. 
Schaefer (1963) called attention to some of the value changes and 
new ideals when he wrote that mid-twentieth century T & I needs a new 
breed of teacher. He quoted Vezzani (1953) as earlier having taken 
quite a buffeting for some of the new values when he stated: 
There is g~neral agreement that trade teachers should 
be masters of t~e tr.a~e they teach. However, can we be 
assured that merely ,because a person has spent a specified 
number of years working in a trade, he is, therefore, a 
master of his craft?--Surely, it would be an error to 
conclude that the mastery of anything depends exclusively 
on the number of years spent on it. 
Questions of this nature have led to competency testing having more 
widespread usage for certification purposes in trade and industrial 
education. 
Schaefer (1963) also pointed out the growi.ng belief that depth 
comes from degree acquisition when he summed up his article with this 
statement: 
All in all, any attempt to produce a new breed of 
vocational indu$trial.educator must provide opportunities 
to develop and demonstrate competencies at an earlier age 
than offered mo~t of us who make up the present generation. 
The new·breed must be;associated with at least a bacca-
laureate degree in which would be included ample depth 
in subject knowledge and skill •••• This does not mean 
doing away with our present method of developing teachers 
but adding other tracks that prove to be equally, or 
even more, effe·cti ve in meeting the high standards and 
far-reaching goals set for vocational trade and 
industrial education. 
Feirer (1968) pointed out that the experience of vocational in-
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dustrial teachers must not be too narrowly specialized and that it must 
also be up-to-date. He further pointed out the need for more realistic 
trade competency examinations to be developed and for teacher educators 
and certifying agencies to re-evaluate requirements and take more 
realistic measures in their teacher recruitment and preparation pro-
grams. 
Swanson and Kramer (1965), in their consideration of professional 
training of all vocational teachers, contended: 
Just as there is a need for a more comprehensive 
program for the preparation of individuals to enter the 
labor force, so it follows that the preparation for the 
vocational teacher must be more rigorous and often quite 
different from those now provided. Collegiate preparations 
of vocational teachers--earlier thought by many to be 
somewhat inconsistent with the basic vocational education 
philosophy--is becoming more and more accepted as logical 
and necessary. This is not to suggest that the vocational 
education teacher's need for successful work experience 
in the occupation in which he will be teaching is 
considered to be any less important. 
A survey by Lauda (1966) reveals that the practice of granting 
college credit for occupational experience has been used by some states 
for more than fifty years. Out of 201 teacher training institutions 
surveyed by Lauda, 49 (24 per cent) were presently granting college 
credit, and 39 others voiced their desire to adopt the practice. 
Every institution which has started the program has used it as a 
continuous policy. 
Larson and Crain (1969) surveyed the 50 states and three United 
States provinces to determine utilization of competency examinations in 
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vocational-technical· education and repo.rted that 16 states were 
using this type of examina.ti9n for certification, with 12 of the states 
granting college credit for successful scores. Seven states planned 
to adopt the program within two years, but 23 states did not plan to 
use competency tests. 
In order to develop better competency examinations for the state 
of Michigan, Kazanas and Kieft (1966) studied the present status of 
competency tests and education requirements for T & I teachers ac-
cording to 39 State Plans for Vocational Education. Of 34 State Plans 
showing certification requirements for trade and industrial teachers, 
one st~te required eighth grade education, 26 stated high school or 
equivalent ~ducation was required. Eight required college bacca-
laureate degrees, six requireq state teaching certificates, 20 re-
quired pre-employment professional education courses, and 14 required 
post-employment professional education courses. 
The above facts were listed to point out the great diversity 
existing in certification standards throughout the United States--not 
to criticize, but to exemplify the different values held by people in 
leadership roles in vocational-technical education. Kazanas and Kieft I s 
study went on to point out that competency examinations, if used at 
all, were usually given as a pre-requisite for certification, although 
some were given, under special conditions, for determining occupational 
competency or deficiencies and for determining the number of college 
credit hours to be given a candidate for his work experience. The 
report quoted various comments made by state directors about the uses 
of competency tests which Kazanas and Kieft summed up in the following 
quotation: 
Competency or trade tests can be a part of a 
balanced certification program and may be used to assist 
in determining the extent and quality of trade knowledge 
in both theory and practice. However, some work ex-
perience is still considered important to join the 
necessary trade knowledge and skills. No other specific 
procedures were ment1ened where such knowledge and 
experience might be obtained. 
Even though there are differences in beliefs about educational 
requirement and amount of work experience required, one fact which 
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remains constant is that~ work experience is absolutely essential. 
Recruitment Problems in Trade 
and Industrial Education 
Recruitment is ne small task for administrators of trade and 
industrial education. 
State requirements for work experience, added to the certification 
requirements for specific educational courses leading to the bachelor's 
degree (in Oklahoma and some other states), tends to complicate usual 
methods of teacher selection and training. 
0 1Brian and Schaefer (1966) stated in their report to the National 
Research Planning Conference for Trade and Industrial Teacher Education 
that: 
There have been few attempts to study the problem of 
T & I teacher recruitment. Typically, the problem has been 
taken for granted. 
Grant Venn (1964) stated: 
One of the greatest handicaps to the improvement and 
expansion of vocational and technical education is the 
desperate shortage of qualified teachers and adminis-
trators •.•• ultimately, vocational and technical edu-
cation will be as good as those who teach it, and the 
preparation and continuing up-dating of teachers for it 
must become the responsibility of colleges and universities 
with experiences in teacher education. 
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Vezzani (1965) feelsthat the vocational teacher is the forgotten 
individual in our recent legislation pertaining to the preparation of 
persons for the world of work. 
Schaefer (1963) has referred to the dile1TD11a of recruiting com-
petent T & I teachers. He states that we are using solutions based on 
yesterday's technology while we need recruitment policies based on 
today's needs. 
Although over a decade old, the Mellmon study (1957) is still a 
benchmark with respect to an effective recruitment program for T & I 
teachers. Techniques reported in this survey have been used by state 
supervisors and teacher educators with some degree of success for the 
past 15 years. Nevertheless, the :problem of recruitment was still 
acute enough to merit an Institute on the Recruitment, Selection, and 
Training of Teachers of Trade and Industrial Education (1969). The 
objectives of the institute were: 
1. To present current and emerging concepts related to recruit-
ment, selection, and training of trade and industrial teachers. 
2. To identify those procedures that result in an effective 
program of teacher recruitment. 
J. To identify effective selection criteria for obtaining persons 
with extensive potentialities for trade and industrial teachers. 
. l 
4. To develop a guide for selecting teachers. 
5. To develop guidelines for the effective preparation of 
teachers. 
6. To increase the ability of state and local directors, super-
visors, and teacher educators to make use of guides for recruitment, 
selection, and preparing trade and industrial teachers. 
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Results of the conference seem to simply restate the "best" 
practices used in many states with some stress being placed upon 
in-service classes as aiding the retention of teachers, especially 
with extension credit allowing them to raise their positions on the 
salary scale. It was revealed that the administrators and teacher 
educators favored an in-se'rvice program leading to a bachelor's degree. 
It was also reported that the amount of credit for competency tests 
should be left up to individual institutions, but competency tests 
were recognized and accepted as a means for: (1) screening applicants; 
(2) certifying teachers; and (J) granting credit for in-service 
teachers by different institutions. 
As reported qy Gubast (1967) and others, there are several subject 
! 
areas of trade and industrial education wherein recruitment from 
colleges and technical institutes would be impossible because these 
skill and technical courses are not offered. It follows then, that for 
teachers to receive degrees in these subjects would be most difficult 
without some means of granting credit for the expert proficiency these 
skilled people have gained in their individual pursuits. 
According to Roney (1972): 
Perhaps the most serious deficiency of an academic' 
educational system is its inability to accommodate students 
with a wide range of abilities and interest •••• We 
will surely fail those who need education most if we per;.. 
sist in requiring students to meet unrealistic entrance 
requirements unsuited to their interests and abilities. 
This statement raises several interesting questions for investigation. 
What are some of the interests of these skilled craftsmen-turned-
teacher? What aspirations did these people have when they chose to 
become teachers? What competencies or abilities are necessary for 
success as a T & I teacher? Are prospective teachers informed about 
credit for skill compe-tency from their occupational experience when 
recruited? 
Teacher Competencies in Trade and 
Industrial Education 
21 
Most leaders in the field of trade and industrial education agree 
that first and foremost a T & I teacher must possess certain trade 
skills and technical knowledges. Said skills must be enhanced and 
broadened with some occupational experience in the specific field to be 
taught. 
Kynard (1961*) developed a "checklist" to be used by administrators 
who had to evaluate work experience for prospective T & I teachers. 
Although subjective in nature, it did establish some criteria which 
enabled logical selections to be made by recruiting agencies. 
Secondly, agreement is strong among the leaders that T & I 
teachers must possess certain pedagogical competencies to be effective.' 
The research study by Walsh (1960) has become the benchmark for 
identifying teacher competencies which must be developed by teacher 
training institutions if the T & I teacher does not already possess 
them. A list of 107 teacher competencies was appraised as being valid, 
with a high degree of agreement among the teachers, teacher educators, 
and supervisors of trade and industrial education sampled in this 
research. 
Competency categories identified by Walsh and described as es-
sential to teachers of trade and industrial' subjetcs relate to: 
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1. Orientation to public education. 
2. Interpersenal and group relations. 
J. Understanding the student and.the learning situation. 
4. Developing functional curriculums. 
5. Selecting, developing, and using instructional materials. 
6. Teacher-methods. 
7. Shop and -classroom organization and management. 
In addressing the Institute on Recruitment, Selection and Training 
of Trade and Industrial Teachers, Grote (1969) identified nine basic 
traits for successful T & I teachers. He stated that a successful 
teacher must be: committed, professional, compassionate, systematic, 
gregarious, articulate, flexible, zealous, and religious. Each of the 
above categories were subdivide.~ into specific behaviors for subjective 
evaluation. Grote concluded by stating that it is recognized that no 
mortal man is perfect, and that one should not expect to find pros-
pective ':facui"'f"y: that possess all the above qualifications. However, 
a teacher who does-'n.ot possess the n:lne traits listed above at some 
level of magnitude is a "poor risk" as a professional teacher. 
At this point in the literature review, the search was focused on 
determining certification requirements as they relate to the values 
and ideals of trade and industrial education. 
Since this research is dealing specifically with Ck.lahoma teachers, 
the exact requirements for Ck.lahoma teachers were stated. However, 
innovative ideas discovered in the research were intended to have 
national significance for. programs of similar nature. 
Plan for Certifying Day-Trade 
Teachers in Oklahoma 
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According to the 1972-73 0perations ~ Procedures Manual from 
the State Department of Vocational and Technical Education, a day-
trade teacher of trade anff·indu.strial education shall have graduated 
from an accredited high school. He shall have two years of journeyman 
industrial experience in the trade to be taught. 
Non-degree teachers shall be required to complete eight semester 
credit hours annually towards a degree. The required 16 credit hours 
of professional trade and indus·trial -- education should be completed 
first. 
Degree teachers must have completed the required 16 semester 
credit hours of industrial educa·tion courses or pursue a minimum of 
four credit hours annually until they have been completed. 
The professional course will include the following: 
OAED 3113 History atid Philosophy of Inqustrial Education 
OAED 3012 Analysis Techniques in Industrial Education 
OAED 4103 Methods of· Teaching Industrial Education 
OAED 4213 Organization and Management of School Shop 
OAED 4343 Instructional Planning 
Two credit hours of elective industrial education courses will be 
taken from the following~ 
OAED 3212 School Shop Safety 
TIED 4222 Job Training Procedures 
TIED 5552 School Industry Relations 
TIED 5662 Conference Leading 
TIED 4110 Trade Technical Education 
TIED 5150 Supervision of Vocational Education 
The following Teacher Education courses are also required of ,ill 
secondary teachers in Cklahoma: 
EDUC 2113 Schoolsin American Society 
ED PSYCH 4223 or ED PSYCH J21J 
OAED 4470 (six hours) Student Teaching 
TECED 4112 or EDUC 4112 Audio Visual Education 
Teachers of day trades such as cosmetology, barbering, etc., 
must meet their state association requirements for a license as well 
as a teaching certificate. 
Five-year standard vocational teaching certificates may be issued 
with the completion of the bachelor's degree in trade and industrial 
education. The certificate must be renewed by attending and partici-
pating each year in the approved state department and university work-
shops 1 conferences, and meetings. 
The specific required courses listed above total JJ hours. The 
non-degree T & I teacher will be required the usual minimum 50 credit 
hours of general education for a bachelor's degree, and he may receive 
24 credit hours by passing trade competency examinations. This leaves 
a total of 19 elective credit hours to complete the bachelor's degree. 
I 
A question raised by reviewing the literature is: Should more 
than 24 credit hours be given for the trade competency examination? 
The range of college credit given, as discovered in research reports 
available, is from 12 credit hours at Rutgers to 1±8 credit hours at 
Oregon State. The mean is equivalent to 32 semester hours credit. The 
mode is JO semester hours (Larson and Crain, 1969). 
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I 
And whiJe there is much said.about the kinds of competency tests 
given, the number of states using and not using the~, tpere appears to 
be very little research about the teachers who have taken them and 
; 
about their reasons for taking them, whether to fulfill requirements 
or personal aspirations. A portion of this study was devoted to the 
.gathering and recording of follow-up information which may be useful 
in up-grading and using competency tests in the future. 
Higher.Education Readiness for.Trade and 
Industrial Education Innovations 
It is one thing for a research to reveal a particular need for 
change and quite another to find institutions ready and willing to 
initiate. the findings. Such may be the case with this and other 
studies relating to academic degree structure innovations. However, 
there is evidence that higher education institutions may be on the 
I 
' ,, 
threshold of some radical reforms. For example, the Carnegie Com-
mission on Higher Education has been engaged in two specific surveys 
which have suggested some needed refo;rms. 
Less Time~ ovtions, 1971, lists five specific possibilities 
for improvement as quoted bel~f: 
' ·i·!· 
"In this report we are proposing modifications in the structure 
of post-secondary education in these directions:. 
1. 12, shorten ~ length .Q.f. ~ in formal education 
we are convinced that the time spent on the way to 
the B. S. de.gree can be reduced now by one year for 
many, and subsequently most, students; time spent on 
the way to the Ph.D. and to M. D. practice can be 
reduced by an additional one or two years without 
sacrificing educational quality. 
2. To provide~ options we favor more opportunities 
in lieu of formal college and more stages at which 
college-going students can change direction, stop out 
to obtain a noncollege experience, and drop in with 
formal recognition for work accomplished. 
J. To make educational opportunities~ appropriate .!2, 
lifetime interests we suggest more chances for re-entry 
by adults into formal higher education, more short-term 
programs leading to certificates, and, generally, more 
stress on 1 i felong 1 earning. We oppose! the sharp dis-
tinctions now made among full-time students, part-time 
students, and adult stude:hts. Education should become 
more a part of a·ll of life, not just an isolated part of 
life. An educational interlude in the middle ranges of 
life deserves consideration. 
4:. .!!?. ~ certain degrees ~ appropriate to ~ 
positions ..iQ. which they lead we shall make specific 
suggestions. 
5. To~ educational opportunities~ available .!.2, 
rn, people, including women, employed persons, older 
people, !m.!! persons !!:2!!!. the lower income levels. 
With these goals in mind, we suggest several changes be designed to 
i 
make post-secondary education more forward looking and more adaptable 
fit; 
to individual situations than it is now.ii 
Another study sponsored by the Carnegie Commission on Higher 
Education addres.sed itself to a theory of academic degree structure. 
In this book Spurr (1970) stated that: 
The ideal degree structures should be flexible enough 
to facilitate the student's finding a place in the system 
of higher education appropriate to his current interests 
and abilities. Additionally, he should have the opportunity 
of movement con,onant with the development of his motiva-
tion, abilities, .. and performance. His eventual accomplish-
ment should not be unduly restricted by the circumstances 
of his genetic constitution or his environmental back-
ground, by his previous educational opportunity, or by his 
early performance in educational tests. The system should, 
in other words, provide recurring opportunities so that 
no one failure should permanently stop the student's progress. 
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In short, the ideal degree structure should provide 
for a continuum of choice of career goals and a continuum 
of choice of institutions, programs through which these 
career goals can be pursued. 
With this kind of guidance and direction coming from leaders who 
shape the destiny of higher education, it is felt that it is time we 
consulted teachers pre'Sal't'ly utilizing the innovative techniques, 
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specifically the trade competency examination program, for their views 
of its effectiveness in helping them develop professionally as teachers 
of trade and industrial education. Furthermore, the role this com-
petency examina.tion is playing in their lives as an instrument of 
self realization may enable these people to be in a unique position to 
suggest improvements'needed in the usage, methods of administration, 
and scope of the total program. This survey was also intended to 
discover innovative programs which, if implemented, may possibly 
help trade and industrial teachers reach their aspired goals faster 




The purpose of this study was to describe the employment patterns 
of the trade and industrial teacher for the school years 1967-68 
through 1972-73 and their relationship to the use of granting college 
credit for occupational experience as an instrument of recruitment and 
retention of non-degree trade and industrial teachers. 
Methodology was designed to answer the following questions: 
1. To what extent have the non-degree trade and industrial 
teachers utilized the validation examination for personal professional 
fulfillment? 
a. aow many have received their baccalaureate degrees? 
b. How many have pursued graduate work? 
2. What has been the growth in total numbers of trade and 
industrial programs in <lclahoma? 
J. How many teachers entered T,& I teaching with baccalaureate 
degrees during this period? 
~. How many entered T & I teaching without baccalaureate degrees 
during this period? 
5. What has been the dropout rate of degree.teachers compared 
to the dropout rate of non-degree teachers? 
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6. Is there a difference in the retention of non-degree teachers 
who have utilized the validation college credit examination for 
occupational experience and those who did not use it? 
7. In the opinion of those who took the examination for validated 
college credit: 
a. Did they feel this credit possibility was an important 
influence in their deciding to become T & I teachers? 
b. Did they feel it was an important influence in their 
retention as T & I teachers after they entered the 
profession? 
c. What factors other than this credit influenced them to 
become T & I teachers? 
d. What factors have caused or would cause them to drop out 
of the teaching profession? 
e. What other factors would influence recruitment and 
retention of T & I teachers? 
Population 
Since significant growth in total numbers has taken place in the 
past six years in Oklahoma, and since the occupational competency 
examination for college credit has been in use for five years, it was 
decided that the employment patterns of Oklahoma trade and industrial 
teachers (recruitment and retention) should be extended one year before 
this credit was available to provide a workable base line for this 
study. The population for this study included all certified trade 
and industrial teachers in Oklahoma from 1967-68 through 1972-73 
school years. 
Data for answering the first six questions stated above were 
acquired from records in the offices of the State Supervisor for 
Trade and Industrial Education at the State Department for Vocational 
and Technical Education and the offices of the Trade and Industrial 
teacher educators at Oklahoma State University. 
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The desired information for question seven was sought from non-
degree trade and industrial teachers who had used the occupational 
experience validation examination, based upon the assumption that their 
knowledge and experiences had given them unique insights for future 
innovations. 
Another major concern in choosing participants for this study was 
to select individuals representative of those who would be affected by 
future developments which may result from this study. 
From the records in the department of trade and industrial edu-
cation at Oklahoma State University (designated as the only Trade and 
Industrial teacher education institution for <lclahoma), it was dis-
covered that 105 trade and industrial teachers had met all require-
ments of the occupational competency examinations for 2~ college hours 
credit. These 105 teachers represented some 20 different occupational 
groups. 
Names and addresses from their college folders were cross-checked 
with the state directory of vocational teachers to acquire the most 
recent address. It was discovered that this group of teachers was 
dispersed over all geographic sections of Oklahoma and were teaching 
in several different types of institutions. 
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Data Collection 
Data for the employment pattern· of trade and industrial teachers 
in Oklahoma from 1967-73 were collected from the records available in 
the State Department of Vocational• <and Technical Education and the 
teacher education offices at ©klahemta State University. Additional 
data were collected by mailing a questionnaire (Appendix B) to the 
selected participants with a cover 1eetter (Appendix A) explaining the 
purpose of the inquiry ahd the pr0c'e>dure for responding. Because of 
the felt need to have as larg·e· a· ,ps-rcentage of response as possible, 
it was decided to follow up these who did not respond the first time 
with a second letter (Appendix C). The questionnaire contained some 
items which were thought to be controversial enough to obtain a degree 
of negative reaction to insure a more broad range of responses, and 
consequently, more accurate responses rather than straight line 
marking by the respondent. Some additional spaces were provided 
throughout the questionnaire to enable participants to write in other 
items they felt were important which had been omitted. The write-in 
statements were reported in the descriptive section for review and 
study but were omitted from the tables. 
The personal data form was designed to obtain additional infor-
mation necessary to analyse the relationships shought by the research 
questions. A special effort was made to design a personal data form 
which was straight-forward enough to obtain relevant information without 
being excessively or extremely personal. A special section was added 
to the questionnaire requesting the respondent to make suggestions 
for additional innovations in trade and industrial education which he 
felt would be useful in helping non-degree trade and industrial 
teachers achieve degree status quicker and with fewer frustrations. 
It was not felt that a bias check on the first non-respondents 
would be necessary because of the nature of the questionnaire; there-
fore, plans were not made for such a check. 
Treatment of Data 
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Employment status and educational history data were obtained from 
the records of the Oklahoma St~te Department of Vocational and 
Technical Education and from the files of the Trade and Industrial 
Education Department of Oklahoma State University. Personal data and 
information about factors which influence recruitment and retention of 
trade and industrial education teachers were obtained by means of a 
questionnaire. 
This instrument consisted of five sections. Each section con-
tained a number of items to which the respondent was asked to assign 
relative importance. A Likert-type scale ranging from "Important 
Positive Influence to Important Negative Influence" was used to obtain 
this information. To facilitate data treatment, numerical values were 
assigned to the response categories as follows: 
A. Important Positive Influence = 5 
B. Positive Influence = 4 
C. Little or no Influence 3 
D. Some Negative Influence 2 
E. Important Negative Influence 1 
A mean rating was computed for each item and is recorded on the 
tables in Chapter IV with the total number (N) of responses and the 
percentage of response for each response category. 
JJ 






Mean Rating= 5 (NA)+~ (NB)+ J (NC)+ 2 (ND)+ ·l (NE) 
N 
= The number of respondents who marked important positive 
influence. 
= The number of respondents who marked some positive influence. 
= The number of respondents who marked little or no influence. 
= The number of respondents who marked some negative influence. 
= The number of respon~ents -who marked important negative 
influence. 
= The total number of responses to the item. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
The results of this study of granting college credit for occu-
pational experience to assist non-degree trade and industrial teachers 
in Cklahoma reach degree status and remain in the teaching profession 
are presented descriptively in seven sections. 
The first section describes the extent to which non-degree 
teachers have utilized the occupational experience validation exami-
nation for personal and professional fulfillment. 
The second section describes the growth in total number of trade 
and industrial programs in Oklahoma during the six year period covered 
by this study. 
The third section answers study questions number three and four 
by describing how many persons entered trade and industrial teaching 
with a degree and how many entered without a degree during the five 
years. The results are charted on a yearly basis and totaled for the 
overall growth picture. 
The fourth section charts the dropout rate of degree teachers and 
the dropout rate of non-degree teachers, with a year by year de-
scription. 
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Section five compares the dropout percentage of non-degree 
teachers who have utilized the occupational experience examination for 
validated college credit with those who did not use it. 
The sixth section of this chapter is concerned with an analysis of 
the influence this testing program has on recruitment and retention of 
trade and industrial teachers in Oklahoma. 
An attempt was also made to gain insights for further development 
of the occupational experience validation examination program and to 
propose further innovations for improving the trade and industrial 
teacher education program at Oklahoma State University. 
The following six questions will be the guide for describing the 
survey results. 
1. Where and from whom did they learn of the opportunity to use 
credit for occupational experience? 
.2. Did they feel this credit possibility was an important 
influence in their deciding to become trade and industrial teachers? 
J. Did they feel it was an important influence in their retention 
as trade and indust;rial t~achers after they entered the profession? 
4. What factors other than this credit influenced them to become 
trade and industria.l teachers? 
5. What factors have caused or would cause them to drop out of 
the teaching profession? 
6. What other factors would influence recruitment and retention 
of trade and industrial teachers? 
The final section of Chapter IV presents a general discussion of 
data somewhat outside the specified questions which may lead to further 
research in trade and industrial equcation. 
Utilization of the Occupational Experience 
Exa~ination for College Credit 
by Tr~de and Industrial 
Teachers in <lclahoma 
One hundred-five teachers have utilized ·a validation examination 
of their occupational experience for college credit at Oklahoma State 
University since the program was approved by the Board of Regents in 
1968. 
Specific tests have been given in the following areas: 
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Air Conditioning and Refrigeration 




Drafting and Design 
Electricity (electrician) 
Electronics (Radio and TV Repair) 
Machine Shop Trades 
Printing Trades 


























Out of the 105 teachers to be surveyed, one was known to be 
deceased (no survey mailed), three moved without leaving forwarding 
addresses and could not be located, and 12 teachers who are still in 
Oklahoma trade and industrial programs did not respond to either of the 
two survey requests. Eighty-nine of the 105 total (84.82 per cent) 
responded to the survey showing the following results. 
Seventy-eight are still teaching the occupation for which they 
were tested, two married and moved with their husbands to locations 
where a teaching job in their trade is not available, five went back 
to the industries from whence they were recruited, four are still in 
the education profession but in positions other than those for which 
they were tested--one is an elementary teacher, one is a state super-
visor of trade and industrial education, ·one is a counselor at Langston 
University and one is a counselor at an area vocational technical 
school. Three of these four positions could be considered a promotion 
on the basis of increased salaries and responsibilities. 
The following figures showing professional accomplishments and 
professional degree intent are compiled from the eighty-nine survey 
instruments returned. 
1. B. s. Degree Status: 
Completed. • • • • • • • • • • • • J4 
Incomplete (presently pursuing) • • • • SJ 
Dropped • • • • • • • • • • • -£.... 
Total 89 
2. M. S. Degree Status: 
Graduated with M.S. Degree •••••• 
Plan to Pursue M.S. Degree 
Never Plan to Pursue M.S. Degree 
Uncertain •••••• 








Growth in Total Trade and Industrial Programs 
in Oklahoma 1967-68 to 1972-73 
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All trade and industrial teachers in Oklahoma were charted by 
trade areas as listed in the 1967-68 State Directory of Trade and 
Industrial teachers, printed by the State Department for Vocational and 
Technical Education for the study's base line information. 
Records were checked at the State Department through the cooper-
ation of the State Supervisor to ascertain which of the teachers had 
baccalaureate degrees and masters degrees, and which were non-degree 
teachers. 
These records were then expanded year by year .from the next five 
State Trade and Industrial Directories to show new programs, closed 
programs, teachers changing schools, teachers dropping out, new teachers 
entering with degrees, and new teachers entering without degrees, for 
the five year period of the study. 
Records were checked iri the trade and industrial teacher education 
department through the cooperation of the Department Head of Trade 
and Industrial Education, to discover who received degrees and when 
they received them during this five year period. Information was in-
cluded as to who had taken the occupational experience examination 
validation for college credit, when they had received it, and the last 
known address for those not presently teaching in Oklahoma. 
This listing of.every trade and industrial teacher in Oklahoma by 
location and year was used to bring facts together from the various 
sources which the writer discussed in this section and answered several 
questions to be covered in other sections of Chapter IV, but it was 
deemed unnecessary to describe the method more than once. 
Tables I through VII show the base line information for this 
study which was discovered by the listing technique described above. 
Listing teachers by location and year prevented duplication of the 
listing of dropouts and recruits. In other words, if a teacher moved 
from one school in Oklahoma to another, he was neither a dropout nor 
a recruit. 
TABLE I 
DEGREE STATUS OF OKLAHOMA TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS 
1967-1968 
• 
Non-Degree B. S. Degree M. S. Degree 




4J.J% 28.2% 28.5% 100% 
Non-Degree 4J.J% + Degree 56.7% = 100% 
Since the study deals primarily with helping teachers reach 
degree and certification status, the writer did not distinguish be-
tween masters degrees and baccalaureate degrees when checking for 
facts during the next five years of the survey. 
Growth of Traqe and Industrial 
Programs in Oklahoma 
In order to,have an accurate base for each year's dropouts and 
I 
recruits, it wasfdeemed necessary to record the exact number of pro-
grams which closed as well as those added each year. The following 
I 
chart gives basic information as contained, but not described or 
identified, in the annual Trade and Industrial Directories. Total 
programs in Oklalioma have increased from 319 in 1967-1968 academic 
40 
year to 433 in 1972-73 academic year. This has been an average annual 
growth rate of 6.4 per cent. The very high percentages in 1970-71 and 
1971-72 can be attributed to the opening of six new area vocational 
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Recruitment of Degree and Non-Degree Trade and 
Industrial Teachers 1967-68 to 1972-73 
As recorded in Table II, the total number·of trade and industrial 
programs has shown a growth every year except one. Therefore, recruit-
ment efforts have had to keep up with this growth factor as well as 
cover the normal attrition. 
Table III shows the degree status of the trade and industrial 
teachers at the time of recruitment. Over the five year period of the 
study, Oklahoma has recruited 201 non-degree trade and industrial 
teachers and 124 qegree trade and industrial teachers. The dropout 
rate of all trade and industrial teachers has averaged 11.3 per cent 
for the five year period. 
Recruitment and Dropout Rate of Degree and 
Non-Degree Trade and Industrial Teachers 
from 1967-68 to 1972-73 
Table IV lists the number of teachers who had a baccalaureate 
degree or higher when recruited into trade and industrial teaching, and, 
beginning with 1967-68 school year as the base, the annual rate of 
degree teacher dropouts is recorded as 10.9 per cent. The retired 
teacher is considered for all practical purposes as a dropout in this 
study. In order to have an accurate base with which to figure dropout 
percentage after 1967-68, the number of non-degree teachers who gradu-
ated are added to the total number of degree teachers along with the 
new recruits who have a degree, with the degree dropouts subtracted. 
The total number of trade and industrial teachers with degrees has 
increased from 181 in 1967-68 to 242 in 1972-73. The percentage 
of teachers with degrees dropped from 56.7 per cent in 1967-68 to 
55.8 per cent in 1972. 
TABLE III 
TOTAL RECRUITMENT AND ATTRITION OF TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL 























































*Base year for study. purpo.ses show:i.1'1:§.,total numbers in the programs 
(not a recruitment figure). 
**Dropped out at the end. of the academic year and.had to be replaced 
the following academic year. 
***Data for this study were obtained prior to June, 1973. Since dropout 
data for each academic year were obtained at the beginning o< the 
next academic year, dropout data for 1972-73 could not be included 

















ANNUAL RECRUITMENT AND.DROPOUl' OF DEGREE TRADE AND. INDUSTRIAL 
TEACHERS FOR THE YEARS 1967-68 THROUGH 1972-73 
Non-Degree Degree Total Annual* Total T& 
. Teacl2er.s Dropouts ·Degree Percentage Teachers 
Graduated Tr,,chers Dropouts·' .. 
~-:•;· .I 
·~ --~-·- --- ....... . ··-·-- ···-~· .. ·-~--~-
181 319 
4 22 175 12.1% 333 
8 21 176 12.0% 333 
6 21 195 11.9% 368 
8 18 215 9.2% 415 
13 20 242 9.3% 433· 
..... -- ---·-
Year Average o:.f Annual Degree Teacher Dropouts 10.9% 
I 
* These percentages were...derived by dividing the number of' "degree dropouts" f'or each academic 
year by the "total degree teachers" of' the previous academic year. For example: 1968-69 
degree dropouts= 22; 1967-68 tQtal degree teachers= 181; thus, 22/181 = 12.1% 











An accurate base for figuring percentage of non-degree trade and 
industrial dro.pouts is accomplished in Table V by substracting the 
number of non-degree teachers who graduate as well as the number who 
drop out and then adding the totai recruited to the preceding year's 
total number. 
The total number of degree teachers in Table IV and the total 
number of non-degree teachers in Table V always total the number of 
trade and industrial programs in Cklahoma for that year. 
TABLE V 
ANNUAL NON-DEGREE TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHER CHANGES 
Year Recruited Non-Degree Non -Degre'e Total Annual Total 
Without Teachers Dropouts Non-Degree Percentage T & I 
Degree Graduated Teachers Dropout Teachers 
67-68 1J8 319 
68-69 36 4 12 158 8.6% 333 
69-70 JO 8 23 157 14.5% 333 
70-71 45 6 23 173 14.6% 368 
71-72 56 8 21 200 12.1% 415 
72-73 34 13 JO 191 15.0% 433 
Five Year Average of Non-degree Annual Dropout 12.9~ 
Recruitment and Dropout Rate of Non-Degree 
Teac:p.ers Utilizing Occupational Compe-
tency Test for Credit '.Gompared to 
Non-Degree Teachers Who Did 
Not Utilize the Test 
From 1968, when the competency testing for college credit began in 
Oklahoma, until 1973, a total of 105 ·non-degree teachers have received 
24 hours of college credit for occupational experience. The average 
annual dropout percentage fortl:tis·group·has been 6.4-6 (see Table VI), 
while the average annual drop'outra:te· for the non-degree teachers who 
did not utilize the occupational competency test was 14.8 per cent 
( see Table VII). 
..TABLE VI 















OCCUPATIONAL .. COMPE'l'ENCY ·TEST FOR CRED"tT 
Total .Dr'Gpout. .. :.Cumu1aU.v-e- ... T,9.t.al Tested 
Tested .Each Tested and Teaching 
Year** Dropouts that Year 
5. 0 0 5 
21 3 3 21 
4-4- 2 '. 5 M 
y 
77 5* 10 72 









Average Annual Dropout of Non-Degree Tested and Credited Teachers 6.46% 
*Four of these have .. other pro.fessional educational positions but are 
not .teaching the .. trade te,sted for. 
** This represents the number of people,who taught during one academic 












NON=DEGREE TEACHER DROPOUTS WHO DID NOT UTILIZE THE 
OCCUPATIONAL <t0MPETENCY TEST FOR CREDIT 
Total Tested Total Non-Degree Tested .. 
Still Teaching Non-Degree Dropouts Dropouts 
Non-Tested 
0 138 
5 153 12 0 
18 139 23 J 
39 134 23 2 
67 133 21 !5 * 
89 102 JO 6* 
of Non-Degree Teachers Who Did Not Utilize Competency Test 








for Credit = 14.8% 
*Four of these have other professional educational positions but are ~ot teaching the trade tested for. 
Analysis of Influence the Occupational Co~pe-
1 ' 
tency Testing Program Has on Recruitment 
, and, Retention of Trade and Industrial 
Teachers in Oklahoma 
The personal data form (see AppendixB) revealedthat most of the 
tested non-degree teachers learned aoriut' 'the ·unique college credit 
opportunity from teacher trainers when considering b·eco111ing a trade and 
industrial teacher or in a trade and indti"Strial class at Oklahoma State 
University after becoming a teacher. 
Total responses to question four of th·e ·person.al data sheet were 
as follows. 
4:. Since you have participated in ·the er-edit for occupational 
experience examination, will you please indicate below~ 
and ;when you learned about this opportunity by answering only 
Section A or Section B. 
A. Told about o~'cupational experience when recruited into 
trade arid industrial teaching by: 





. . . . . . . . . . . . 






• • 6 
At a Trade and Industrial State Meeting 8 
At OSU at Trade ancl Industrial Class • • • 33 
From a Teacher in My Own School • • .. • • 8 
From a State Supervisor in My Own School • O 
From a Local Administrator • • • 5 
Other • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
Aspiratioqs and Opportunities Which Have 
l~flu1nced Decisions to Become a 
Trade. and Industrial Teacher 
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The 105 teachers who had taken the trade competency examination 
were asked to rate the extent to which their decisions to become a trade 
and industrial teacher was .influenc~d by selected factors. There were 
lJ factors in this section of the instrument. Per cent of responses 
to each factor and the mean ratings are given ~n T~ble VIII. The five 
factors which had the highest mean ratings given in descending order 
were: 
1 (Item J). Desire to work with youth. 
2 (Item 1). Desire to continue college education. 
J (Item 7). Wanted an oppo;rtunity to serve society. 
'* (Item lJ). Job opened in my area and I was available. 
5 ( rtem 5). Liked the long vacation periods teachd.ng would 
permit. 
Of these five factors t~o of them ( Items J and 7) reflect a 
desire for public service, two (Items 1 and Item 5) a desire to 
continue their education and vacation time to allow this opportunity 
and for self-fulfillment, and one ( Item lJ) reflects a desire to 
remain in the local community. 
11 School Administrator convinced me I would be a good teacher" 
ranked sixth. 11Realizatio:ri that I could get 24: hours of credit for 
occupational experience" ranked seventh. High rating on both of these 
items also reflects the local community and educational desire men-
tioned above. 
TABLE VIII 
TEACHERS' RESPONSES REGARDING ASPIRATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES WHICH 
TNFLUENCEJJ THEM TO BECOME TRADE -AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS 
Total Percentages of Responses 
H 
1. Desire to continue coTl.ege .education 79 
2. Realization that , I could .g.et 24: seme.st.er . haurs- er-edit 
for occupational experience 75 
J. Desire to work with youth 75 
Li,. Thought that school teachin·g would be an easier job 81 
5. Liked the long vacation periods teaching would provide 74: 
6. Wanted to teach and continue other jobs part-time 74: 
7. Wanted an opportunity to serve society 74: 
8. Teaching would offer an- .oppor.tm:d .. cy .to. .draw as much 
salary for less time at work 74: 
9. School administrator convinced me I would be a good teacher 74 
10. State supervisor convinced me I would make a.good teacher 79 
11. Work in my indus:tr.y .wa.s. ge:tting. harder to find 76 
12. Helpers for -.my .. indust.r::y ... were get.ting. t.oo hard to find, 
causing a burden . .on .. me . . 
lJ. The job opened in. my .are.a .an.d I. w.a:s .av.ai.labl-e 
*Mean Rating= 5(NA) + 4(NB) + J(Nc) + 2(ND) + l(NE) 
(For details see Treatment of Data in Chapter III). 
76 
75 
4:8 Jl 20 1 
IJ 16 69 1 
6J J6 1 0 
4 9 84 2 
10 Jl 59 O 
2 25 71 O 
24 48 28 o 
6 10 68 11 
18 16 64 2 
14 20 62 2 
































Items number 14: an'd 15 of this sec·tion allowed the respondent to 
suggest other influences. The 15 positive influences specified were 
all different and are all stated below as received. These are not 
included in the summary Table. 
Responses to Questions 14: and 15: 
1. Local opportunity 
2. Took a · trade and indu;stri.al course 
J. Liked to teach boys ,ta.work on cars 
4:. Survey of high school dropouts 
5. Better retirement 
6. Influenced 'bj" a 'laeal Trade and Industrial teacher 
7. Influenced by ·a Tocal· 'Trade and Industrial supervisor 







I coul'd tea.'ch it 
Felt need to help yo4t1g people 
q·· 
Prior military teaching experience 
Life long ·ambition 
Help develop craftsmen 
Enjoyed teaching in·my industrial shop 
Teacher trainer 
Liked boys 
Factors "Which Have Caused Trade and Industrial 
Teachers to Stay in Teaching 
The 105 teachers who haq ti:!,ken tpe trade competency examination 
were asked to rate selected factors which have caused them to remain 
in the teaching profession. There were 15 items in this section of 
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the questionnaire. Percentage ·of -r,e'Spemses to each i tern and the mean 
ratings are given in Table IX. The five selected factors which had 
the highest mean ratings given in descending order were: 
1 ( Item 2). I get greater persena1 · satisfaction from teaching 
than frorn 'ski 11 work. 
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2 (Item 13). Students like me and the skills I help them develop. 
3 (Item 9). Strong suppo·rt by the school administration. 
4 ( Item 8). Good support· -from industries in my community. 
5 ( Item 5). Getting college credi't for my occupational experience. 
5 (Item 4). B. S. Degree requirements forces me to continue my 
college education. 
Of these six factors having-the five highest mean ratings, four 
items (2, 13, 9, and 8) reflect feelings of altruism and acceptance by 
others. Factors number four and five had the same mean average to tie 
for fifth rank. Both of these Items -reflect the desire for personal 
educational fulfillment. 
Six responses were given to question number 16 which calls for 
11 other 11 factors in this category, listed here for review and study and 
omitted from the table. 
I like to help young people (3) 
Happy in my work (1) 
I like 1 it--its simple (1) 
Enjoy seeing young people advance from one level to another (1) 
TABLE IX 
TEACHERS• RESPONSE TO FACTORS WHICH HAVE CAUSED THEM TO STAY IN TEACHING 
1. My family likes my teaching position better than 
my skilled occupation job 
2. I get greater personal satisfaction from teaching 
than from my skilled occupation 
3. I can teach and still work part-time (moonlight) 
for salary supplement 
4. The B.S. degree requirement forces me to continue 
my college education 
5. Getting college credit for my occupational experience 
6. Being involved with all school activities more than 
non-teachers (athletics, etc.) 
7. Not having to be involved with outside school 
activities 
8. Good support from industries in my community 
9. Strong support by the school administration 
10. Own my own home in this community and no industrial 
opportunity for me 
11. Have less responsibility as a teacher than as a 
skilled worker 
12. Have great opportunity for social advancement 
13. Students like me and the skills I help them develop 
14. State plan allowing me to work instead of attending 
college each fourth sunner 
15. Have greater responsibility as a teacher than as a 
skilled worker 
Percentage of Response 
70 24 29 46 1 
79 56 32 12 O 
72 6 22 67 1 
73 18 31 49 o 
73 18 31 49 0 
73 8 19 66 7 
~9 l 10 82 5 
74 20 51 28 0 
79 51 26 22 1 
70 4 4 85 3 
71 2 0 78 12 
73 6 29 58 4 
70 45 42 12 1 
70 8 15 76 0 
































Factors Which May Cause Trad~ and Industrial 
Teachers to Stop Teaching 
The 105 teachers whe had taken the· trade cempetency examination 
were asked ta rate the extent to which 17 selected factors may influ-
ence (or have caused) the:m to stop teaching. 
I 
Percentage of respons·es to ~-ach ·item, the nu~er ef responses, and 
-~ 
the mean ratings are gi\Te'n in Tab'leX~ 
The five factors which had the highest mean ratings are given in 
descending order. 
·1 (Item 1). Sala·ry·-too low :f.en"·'m.yability. 
2 (Item 8). Industry opportunities toe;> great to resist 
J ( Item 7). Program clo'sed · · 
4: ( Item 5). Poor cooperation from school administration 
5 ( Item 15). Building and physical plant inadequate and ne way 
to improve it. 
Of these five factors, two items (1 and 8) reflect a strong 
influence due. to supply and demand for skilled workers, while the other 
three (items 5, 7, and 15) reflect poor acceptance and poor support 
of trade and industrial pregrams in the schools. 
It is interesting to note that while 28 per cent of the partici-
pants marked question number eleven (program used as a dumping ground), 
three also listed dumping ground again as a response to question number 
17, where.they were asked to be specific on 11 other11 factors in this 



















TEACHERS' RESPONSE TO FACTORS WHICH MAY CAUSE THEM TO 
STOP TEACHING TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
Percentage of 
!! ~ .!! .f. E. 
Salary too low for my abilities 79 20 34 45 0 
Educational requirements too difficult 78 5 14 71 5 
Image of trade and industrial teacher too low in my 
school 74 l 11 Bo l 
Responsibilities too great in my teaching field 73 4 10 80 l 
Poor cooperation from school administrators 76 9 19 64 3 
Student attitudes poor toward my field 74 4 14 75 3 
Program closed 70 17 7 72 0 
Industrial opportunities too great to resist 72 15 28 56 l 
Teaching field not what I thought it would be 71 3 4 89 l 
Students too difficult to control 73 0 10 83 2 
My program used as a dumping ground 74 8 20 61 7 
Not enough supervision to help me solve my class problems 75 10 5 79 1 
Too many local restrictions on my program 71 4 8 82 l 
Equipment old and worn out 73 7 11 71 7 
Building and physical plant inadequate and no way to 
improve it 71 8 16 70 3 
Program verbally degraded by counselors and o.ther 
teachers 72 7 10 75 3 
Program misused by administration (specify) 67 13 11 69 l 
*Mean Rating= 5(NA) + 4(NB) + 3(Nc) + 2(ND) + l(NE) 
(For details see Treatment of Data in Chapter III). 
Response 





















Individual responses to questions 17 and 18 are itemized below 
as they were received from the ·participants •. 
Item 17. Dump:i,:ng ground ( 3 ) 
No room, no money 
Too many students· · 
Too many schdol· j1e'bs not related to trade (2) 
Lack of 'proper screening of students ( 4) 
Used only for cr,ec,i'it·s so athletes can graduate 
Produ:c·tioi'l''' has, f1(riori ty over instruction ( 3) 
Required'to·niak.@'·~pairs outside subject area 
Item 18. Employed 'by st'a:1J.'e-> ,department 
Physically unable ·tot-each (5) 
Too much emphasis placed on academics 
Marriage, no opp(1Jrtunity to teach 
Married, moved out of state 
Retirement at a:ge 62 
Plan on moving into administration 
Poor counseling at the home high school 
Influence Selected People H~d on Decisions to 
Become Trade and Industrial Teachers 
In order to gain further knowledge about factors which influence 
people to become trade and ihdtl.'strial teachers, the 105 teachers who 
had taken the trade competency examination were asked to rate the. 
influences selected people had on decisions to become trade and 
' ' 
industrial teachers. There were 13 .i terns in this section of the 
questionnaire. 
Percentages of response·s· to, each factor and the mean ratings are 
given in Table XI. · 
The five factors whi·ch·hetd ·the highest mean ratings given in 
descending order were: 
1 ( Item 6). Tra:d'e · artd 'intlu·~trial teachers 
2 ( Item 11). State ·supervi·sor af Trade and Industrial Education 
J ( Item 5). Industr1a.l friends 
4: ( Item 8). School a:dniini stra tor 
5 ( Item 10). Tea:ch~r- t:r'ain·err 
Of these five highest ranked factors, only the top three items 
( 6, 11, and 5) had more than 50· per cent of the responses on the 
positive influence side of the· que·stionnaire. 
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Item_ number eight (schoc)! atlmini strator) 1?,ad 4:9 per cent to the 
positive influence and item number 10 ( teacher trainer) had 4:J per cent 
total positive influence's". 
Items number 14: and ·15 orr this portion of the questionnaire 
allowing the respondent to write in "other" factors in this category 
were omitted by all but three respondents. These three listed "wife." 
~-.---. -· -. -· 
TABLE XI 
TEACHERS• RESPONSES TO THE INFLUENCE SELECTED PEOPLE HAD ON THEIR 
,DECISION TO BECOME TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS 
Percentage of Response 
People Who Influenced .12!!. N A B c D E Mean 
1. Parents 76 13 19 65 3 0 
2. Brothers or sisters 75 10 11 78 1 0 
3. Other relatives 75 9 13 77 1 0 
4. Guidance counselors 73 3 7 83 4 J 
5 •. Industrial frien.d.s 76 27 28 44 1 0 
6. Traae,.and: industrial teachers 76 35 18 46 0 0 
7. Teacher friends 78 22 26 52 0 0 
8. School adttlinistrator 77 33 16 50 1 0 
9. Military personnel 73 10 5 81 3 1 
10. Teacher Trainer 74 ~9 14 57 0 0 
11. State supervisor of Trade and Industrial Education 76 31 22 47 0 0 
12. State supervisor of another vocational 
discipline (identify) 68 11 5 Bo 2 2 
lJ. College placement personnel office 68 5 0 89 5 1 
* Mean Rating= 5(NA) + 4(NB) + 3(NC) + 2(ND) + l(r+E} 

















Experiences Which Influenceq Decisions to 
Become Trade an,d Ineustrial Teachers 
The 105 teachers who had takerr -the trade compete1;1cy examination 
were asked to rate the e'Xtentt1'!>,wl'lich selected experiences were a 
factor in _their decisioh t'o ··l,e~'·trad,e and industrial teachers. 
There were 14: factors in this· •section· of the instrumetnt· 
Percentage of response·s to e-ach-Ttem··and ·t1ie rneJn ratings are 
given in Table 'xtL l 
The five factors which had the highe'st mean'"rati\igs given in 
descending order were: 
1 ( Item 14:). PersortEfl interests or hobbies 
2 (Item 10). Enrolled in a college technical course 
J (Item 12). Participated in community youth groups (scouts, 
YMCA, 4:-H, etc~·) 
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4: ( Item 2). Visited trade and industrial class in a comprehensive 
high school 
5 ( Item 1J). Teaching 'e?ltp'erierice in the military service 
Of these five factors on·ty one (item 14:) had more than 50 per cent 
of the responses on the posi·ttve· side of. the continuum.·' Each time a 
teacher listed his hobby 'tha:t''·itrfluenced him to become a teacher, it 
was found that he was teachih'g ·the subject or one closely related. 
The other four in the top· five rank ( Items 10, 12, J and 13) all 
reflect personal education a:nd altruistic connotations. 
It is interesting to note· that four teachers also listed "worked 
with church youth" on number 15 which gave them opportunities to list 
"other" experiences influencing their decision to become trade and 
industrial teachers. 
Responses to question 15 are listed here as received. 
TABLE XII 
TEACHERS I RESPONSES TO EXPERIENCES WHICH INFLUENCED THEIR . 
DECISION. TO BECOME TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS 
Percentage of Response 
l. Visited colleg.e campuses 
2. Visited T & I class in comprehensive high school 
3. Visited .an area vo-tech school 
4. Read booklet describing teaching careers 
5. Read newspaper article about T & I teaching 
6. Read brochure describing T & I teacher requirements 
7. Listened to radio or TV program describing need for 
T and I teachers 
8. Enrolled in high school T and I industrial class 
9. Enrolled in high s.chool industrial arts class 
10. Enrolled in college technical course 
11. Enrolled in junior college course and associate 
degree programs 
12. Participated in community youth groups 
(scouts, YMCA, 4-H, etc.) 
13. Teaching experience in military service 
14. Personal interests or hobbies (indicate) 
*Mean Rating= 5(NA) + 4(NB) + 3(NC) + 2(ND) + l(NE) 











































































I wanted to finish college 
Worked with church you.th (4) 
Always wanted to be a teacher 
Taught in a priv'i;ite school 
Attended Oklahoma State Tech 
Helped train boys 'ih lily" shop· 
Taught manpower development and training class (J) 
Recommendations f'or · lae'gree Granting Innovations 
for Trade and Industrial Teachers 
In the special section of the questionnaire the teachers were 
asked to respond to the followirig statement. 
Due to your unique experience as non-degree trade and 
industrial teacher pursuin·g profess"ional status, you may 
have special recemnrenda'tiot'i's for improvements or changes 
the Oklahoma State University Department of Trade and 
Inclustrial Education coalduse in helping non-degree 
teachers reach degree status easier and with less frus-
trations. Ple,ise list any recommendations for changes 
you may have in the order you consider most important. 
Since only a few participants responded to this section, it was 
decided to list all suggestions ·made that had to do with the above 
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request. The 31 suggestions for improvements fall within three major 
categories which are: 
A. Better services from the Trade and Industrial Education 
Department at C:klahoma State University. 
B. Fewer specific degree requirements by the university for 
the Trade and Industrial Education Degree. 
C. Better services and/or requirements by the State Department 
of Vocational and Technical Education. 
All suggestions are cate·gorized and stated as received for review 
and further study. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATICWS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to describe the .~ployment patterns 
of the' 'trade and industrial t ·e~chers for the school years 1967-68 
through 1972-73 and their relation'ship ·to the use of granting college 
credit for occupational experience· as an instrument of recruitment and 
reteritt'on of non-degree trade and industrial teachers. 
;Since little has been recorded concerning trade and industrial 
education's growth, recruitment and attrition patterns in Cklahoma, 
six questions were fo,rmulated to guide in gathering baseline infor-
mation. 
A seventh question with six specific areas was developed to guide 
in collecting opinions from the ·participants about the effects of 
, granting college credit :for the occupational experience examinations 
and other factors. These questions are listed in Chapter I on pages 
4 and 5. 
The data collected revealed that 105 teachers have utilized the 
occupational experience examinati<>n 'for college· credit during the past 
five year period. Eighty-nine of thes~ 105 responded to the question-
naire to provide the data for this study • . 'See Appe~dix B for the 
questionnaire. 
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Thirty-four of the 89 have co'mpleted their baccalaureaj; degree, 
53 a're presently pursuing their degree, and only two have completely 
dropped the degree program. 
Five of the 89 have completed a master's degree and eight are 
presently pursuing a master's degre-e. 
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Seventy-eight of the respc:mdent·s are still teaching t:he occupation 
in which they were testec;I; twomarri-et:l ~nd moved with their spouses to 
locations where a teaching position was not available for them. Five 
went back to their original jobs in industry; four others are still in 
the educational profession, but in jobs other than teaching the trade 
area in which they were tested. One of the four is a qistrict super-
visor of trade and industrial education. 
The total number of trade and industrial education programs has 
increased from 319 in 1967-68 to 433 in 1972-73. This is an overall 
growth of 34 per cent with an annual average increase of six per cent. 
The recruitment patterns of degree and non-degree teachers shown 
in Tables III and IV reveal that the total number of non-degree 
teachers recruited over the fiv·e ye·ar period was larger than the number 
of degree teachers recruited. However, the total percentage remains 
almost constant due to normal attrition of degree teachers and gradu-
ation of non-degree teachers. 
The total percentage of degree teachers was 56.7 per cent in 
1967-68 and was 55.8 per cent in 1972-73 (124 degree teachers and 201 
non-degree were recruited during this time period). 
The dropout rate of degree trade and industrial teachers averaged 
10.9 per cent annually during the five year study, while the overall 
dropout rate of non-degree teachers for the same period of time was 
12.9 per cent. Annual averages are shown in Tables IV and V. 
The average annual dropout rate of non-degree teachers who 
utilized the occupational competency examination for college credit 
was 6.4:6 per cent (Table VI), while the dropout rate for non-degree 
teachers who did not utilize the occupational competency examination 
was 14:.8 per cent (Tables VI and VII). 
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Responses to the personal data f'orm on the questionnaire (Appendix 
B) revealed that a majority o·f the tested non-degree teachers learned 
about the credit for occupational experience by validation examination 
after they were teaching, and it therefore did not play an important 
part in their recruitment. Fifty-three respondents indicated they 
learned about the opportunity to receive credit for experience from a 
trade and industrial teacher·trainer. 
An analysis of these results would suggest that better communi-
cations are needed between the teacher educators, state supervisors, 
and local administrators in order to utilize the occupational ex-
perience examination as a tool for recruitment and for teachers' 
professional advancement. 
While the credit for occupational experience did not play an 
important function in recruitment of these early participants, they 
did rate it high enough in influence on retention that it ranks 
seventh on a list of sixteen items. 
The "desire to work with youth" was the strongest influence in 
recruitment of the respondents with a "desire to continue a college 
education" the second strongest influence upon the group tested. 
The teachers' responses ranked "low salary for their ability" 
and "industrial opportunities too great to resist" as first and second 
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highest probable causes to stop teaching with "poor cooperation from 
administration" and "their program used as a dumping ground" receiving 
third and fourth ranks respectively. 
Other "Trade and Industrial Teachers" received the highest 
ranking as people who influenced the decision for the respondents to 
become trade and industrial teachers, while 11 State Supervisors of 
Trade and Industrial" ranked second. The third and fourth highest 
groups influencing decisions to become trade and industrial teachers 
were "industrial friends" and '.'school administrato:t-s, 11 re~pecJively. 
"Personal interests and hobbies" received the most positive 
marks for the experiences which influenced the respondents to become 
trade and industrial teachers, while "enrollment in college technical 
courses" ranked second. 
'I 
Thirty-one suggestions were maale by 'the 89 respondents for 
' ·' 
degree granting innovations for Oklahoma State University to consider 
in developing trade and industrial teachers as requested in the 
special section of the questionnaire. These responses are listed in 
Appendix D for future study. However, the suggestions can be sum-
marized in three categories: 
1. Better services and opportunities for college credit 
through the Tx:ade and Industrial Education Department 
of Oklahoma ~te University. 
2. Fewer frustr~ting and unnecessary requirements by the 
university as a whole. 
J. Better services and/or requirements by the State 
Department of Vocational and Technical Education. 
Conclusions 
This section is devoted to conclusions that can be made on the 
basis of the data collected in this study. These conclusions are 
primarily centered around the seven questions stated in Chapter I. 
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1. The fact that 105 non-degre'e teachers have utilized the trade 
competency examination for validated college credit in the five years 
the opportunity has been available is evidence of its acceptance by 
the teachers. The fact that it has helped J4 non-degree teachers 
reach baccalaureate degree status and five reach master's degree 
status is further proof of its utility for professional fulfillment. 
2. The data showing the annual dropout average of degree 
teachers to be 10.9 per cent (including retirements), while the annual 
average dropout rate of non-degree teachers is 12.9 per cent suggests 
that reaching professional degree status has some positive influence 
for retention of teachers iri Oklahoma under the present professional 
requirements for trade and industrial teachers. 
J. The fact that the annual average dropout rate of teachers 
who had not taken the competency examination is 14.8 per cent while 
the annual average dropout rate of non-degree teachers who have taken 
the examination is 6.46 per cent suggests that the examination and 
credit may be a positive factor in retention of trade and industrial 
teachers. 
4. The data showing that the majority of the respondents learned 
about the credit for competency examinations after they were teaching 
suggests that this opportunity has not played a large role in recruit-
ment for these first participants in the program. However, since those 
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recruited after the program be·gan said it did have a positive influence 
on them, one may also conclude that it may become an importfl.nt influ-
ence on recruitment in the future.· 
5. It can be concluded from data received from the questionnaires 
that many factors other than credit for competency tests also need 
to be studied in depth in rel~tion to recruitment and retention of 
trade and industrial teachers in Cklahoma. 
Implications 
This section is devoted to reporting subjective implications 
based on data recorded in this study, data reported in the literature 
reviewed for this. study, and the author's eight years of experience 
as a trade and industrial ·teacher and eight years experience as a 
trade and industrial teacher educator. 
Data revealing that the majority of the 89 respondents learned 
about the test from teacher educators after they were teaching and 
that most recruiting was done by local trade and industrial teachers 
and local administrators and state supervisors lead us to recommend 
that knowledge of the trade ·compe-tency examination for college credit 
should be made available to all people involved in recruitment. The 
author feels this knowledge in the hands of these regular trade and 
industrial recruiters will help the trade competency test become a 
positive factor in recruitfffent in the future, just as evidence in this 
report has shown it to bea .positive factor in retention. 
Since the data received were perhaps from the more successful, 
more dedicated non-degree recruits, the factors revealed in the 
.questionnaire about experiences, aspirations, people and opportunities 
which ranked high in influencing these people to become traqe and 
industrial teachers will be most helpful in searching for and examining 
future prospects. 





of teaching is necessarily subjective, it is nevertheless wor~hy of 
consideration by administrators and supervisors of trade and industrial 
programs. Likewise, the' .knowledge of what has influenced traae and 
industrial teachers to stay in teaching will provide administrators 
an: 01'portunity to accentuate positive factors and eliminate or reduce 
the negative factors through better supervisory assistance techniques. 
Supervision based on this knowledge should ai'd in teacher retention 
as well as assist in up-grading local programs. 
Some of the suggestions made by the respondents for further 
innovations for helping non-degree teachers complete their degrees 
and certif:i,cation with fewer frustrations are definitely worthy of 
serious consideration by the trade and industrial education department. 
As suggested by the Carnegie Commission reports of 1971 in "Less Time--
More Options," the t~ming :should be right for sound !innovative pro-
' 
posals aiding degree 'and certification completion. 
Recommendations 
As a result of the data collected and compiled in this study, 
it is recommended: 
1. That the traq.e competency examination for college credit in 
specialization areas be continued by Oklahoma State University; 
2. that the fe~sibility of ~!lowing more credit through the 
examinations be considered; 
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J. that information conc·erning the occupational competency 
examination for college credit be ·made available to a:1r those involved 
in trade and industrial teacher recruitment through a special brochure. 
Further Re00ffllllendations 
These recommendations a:re based on the data reported in this 
study, the data reported in the related literature, and the author's 
eight years experience in trade and· industrial teaching and eight 
years experience in trade antl industrial teacher training. 
Data collected and cornpi'l'ed f'orthis study has laid the ground-
work for other studies relevant to recruitment and retention of trade 
and industrial teachers. 
1. The non-degree tea·cher-s· who didn't take the trade competency 
examination for college credit and dropped out of teaching should be 
studied to see why they entered teaching in the first place and just 
what caused them to drop out. 
2. Since the study was made during the introductory period of 
the competency tests for college credit in Clclahoma, further studies 
may be helpful to determine if degree.status and retention rates 
will increase in the future as a result of this innovation. 
3. An in-depth study of methods of recruitment of trade and 
industrial teachers in Oklahoma·is definitely needed to improve 
recruitment and retention. of gootl trade and industrial teachers. 
4:. A study of sources of recruitment for specific trade and 
industrial teachers would be helpful in answering questions about 
supply and demand. 
5. Studies dealing··with teacher· self-perception for both non-
degree and degree teachers in (lklaho·ma could play a significant role 
in the recruitment of satisfied individuals by providing better 
guidance information to individuals who work with recruitmerit, 
education, and supervision of new·trade and industrial teachers. 
These are but a few area's open· ·to further study. 
For implementation of the fintlings in this study the author 
recommends: 
1. That a summary of tlii'l:Fsttrdy be made available to all 
administrators and supervisors'oftrade and industrial education pro-
grams for their use in reerui·tment a:nd program improvements. 
2. That a study be made of the respondents• suggested innovations 
for improvement of the trade and intlustrial degree by the Trade and 
Industrial Teacher Education Department, and proper proposals submitted 
to the school of occupa·tional and adult education for implementation 
of all sound suggestions contained iri this study. 
. ! 
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APPENDIX A 
COVER LETTER 
Oklahoma State University STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 
104 INDUSTRIAL BUILDING 
(405) 372-6211 Ext. 7262 
DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION I 
May 7, 1973 
In 1968 Oklahoma State University approved the granting of 24 
hours credit for occupational experience to vocational teachers 
upon passing a validation examination through the Trade and 
Industrial Education Department course number TIED 3000. To date 
we have had 95 individuals receive credit for their occupational 
competency. 
We are constantly working to improve our trade and industrial 
teachers' education as well as their professional status. we'feer 
that you and the other 94 participants have unique experiences 
which will be most helpful to us in making recommendations for 
improving trade and industrial teacher education. _Will you please 
take a few minutes to go through the enclosed questionnaire items 
and indicate what you feel to be the relative importance of each 
in regard to your personal. experiences as a trade and industrial 
teacher. 
A stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your 
convenience in returning the questionnaire, 





~e-B. Knight ~ 7 
Assistant Professor 





SURVEY OF OCCUPATIONAL COMPETENCY TEST 
PARTICIPANTS IN OKLAHOMA 
PERSONAL DATA 
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----------- TITLE OF PRESENT POSITION ---------(first) (middle) (last) 
PRESENT EMPLOYER 
(name of institution, school system or company) (city) (state) 
1. B. S. DEGREE STATUS Completed B. S. Degree (month & yearl,----,--
lncomplete, expect to graduate (month & year) -,---
Incomplete, dropped the program (month & year) (please answer one) 
2. M. S. DEGREE STATE Presently pursuing M. S. Degree (where) ------
Plan to pursue M. S. Degree after I graduate ----
Never plan to pursue M. S. Degree -=------:-----
Graduate with M. S. Degree (month & year) 
(please answer one) 
Uncertain ----
3. OCCUPATIONAL OR INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE 
(please answer all of these) 
Occupational work related to teaching specialty (number of years) -----------
Work not related to teaching specialty (number of years) --------------
Teaching Experience (number of years) ------------------,-----
4. Since you have participated in the credit for occupational experience exam, will you please indicate 
below how and when you learned about this opportunity by answering only Section A or Section 
B. . 
A. 
8. ( ) 
Told about it when recruited into T&I teaching 
By local T&I teacher 
By local administrator 
By state supervisor of T&I 






Learned about the opportunity after was teaching 
At a T&I state meeting 
At OSU in a T&I class 
From a teacher in my own school 
From a state supervisor in my own school 
From a local administrator (please specify) -----------




Please indicate, by circling the 
appropriate letter, what you feel to 
be the most appropriate answer of the 
five choices for each questionnaire item. 
Indicate in the blanks, items you consider 
important which may have been omitted. 
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PART I Factors Influencing Your Decision to Become a T&I Teacher 


























State supervisor of T&I education 
State supervisor of another vocational discipline 
(iqentify ,,,_--------,.---,..,,---------
College placement personnel officer 
Other (Please specify) --------------
Other (Please specify) --------------
1. A B 
2. A B 
3. A B 
4. A B 
5. A B 
6. A B 
7. A B 
8. A B 
9. A B 
10. A B 
11. A B 






















































Visited college campuses 
Visited T&I class in comprehensive high school 
Visited an area vo-tech school 
Read a newspaper article about T&I teaching 
Read booklet describing teaching careers 
Read brochure describing T&I teacher requirements 
Listened to radio or TV program describing need for T&I 
1. A B 
2. A B 
3. A B 
4. A B 
5. A B 
6. A B 
teachers 7. A B 
Enrolled in high school trade and industrial class 8. A B 
Enrolled in high school industrial arts class 9. A B 
Enrolled in college technical courses 10. A B 
Enrolled in junior college course & associate degree programs 1 f A B 
Participated in community youth groups (scouts, YMCA, 4-H, 
etc.) 12. A B 
Teaching experience in military service 13. A B 













C O E 
C O E 
C O E 
C O E 
C -0 E 
C D E 
C D E 
C D E 
Other (specify) -----------------
Other (specify) ----------------




As irations and O rtunities Which lnfluenc.ed You te> Become a T&I Teache 
1. Desire to continue college education 1. A B c D E 
2. Realization that I could get 24 semester hours, credit for 2. A B c D E 
occupational experience 
3. Desire to work with youth 3. A 8 c D E 
4. Thought that school teaching would be an easier job 4. A B c D E 
5. Liked the long vacation periods teaching would provide 5. A B c D E 
6. Wanted to teach and continue other jobs part-time 6. A B c D E 
7. Wanted an opportunity to serve society 7. A B c D E 
8. Teact,ing would offer an opportunity to draw as .much salary 8. A B c D E 
for less time at work 
9. School administrator convinced me I would be a good teacher 9. A B c D E 
10. State supervisor convinced me I would make a good teacher 10. A B c D E 
11. Work in my industry was getting hardin to find 11. A B c D E 
12. Helpers for my industry were ge~ting too hard to find, 12. A B .c D E 
causing a burden on me 
13. The job just opened in my area and I was available ·13_ A B c D E 
14. Other (please specify) 14. A B c D E 
15. Other (please specify) 15. A B c D E 
Factors Which Have Caused You to Sta~ in Teachi!!J 
1. My family likes my teaching position better than my skilled 1. A B c D E 
occupation job 
2. I get greater personal satisfaction from teaching tllan · from 2. A B c D E. 
my skilled occupation 
3. I can teach & still work part-time (moonlight) for salary 3. A B c D E 
supplement 
4. The BS Degree requirement ,forces me to continue my college 4. A B c D E 
education 
5. Getting college credit for my occupational experience 5. A B c D E 
6. Being involved with all school activities more that non-teachers 6. A. B c D E 
(athletics, etc.) 
7. Not having to be involved with outside school activities 7. A B c D E 
8. Good support from industries in my community 8. A B c D E 







Own my own home in this community and no industrial 
opportunity for me 
Have less responsibility as a teacher than as a skilled worker 
Have great opportunity for social advancement 
Students like me and the skills I help them develop 




























15. Have greater responsibility as a teacher than as a skilled worker 15, A B c D E 
16. Other (please specify -----------




















Salary too low for my abilities 
Educational requirements too difficult 
Image of trade and industrial teacher too low in my school 
Responsibilities too great in my teaching field 
Poor cooperation from school administrators 
Student attitudes poor toward my field 
Program closed 
Industrial opportunities too great to resist 
Teaching field not what I thought it would be 
Students too difficult to control 
My program used as a dumping ground 
Not enough supervision to help me solve my class problems 
Too many local restrictions on my program 
Equipment old and worn out 
Building and physical plant inadequate and no way to improve 
it 
Program verbally degraded by counselors and other teachers 
Program misused by administration (specify) 
4 





































































18. A B D E 
19 . ......,......., ........ ~......,-~E-
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SPECIAL SECTION 
Recommendations for Degree Granting Innovations for T&I Teachers 
Due to your unique experiences as a non-degree T&I teacher pursuing professional 
status. you may have special recommendations for improvements or changes the Oklahoma 
State University Department of T&I Education could use in helping non-degree teachers 
reach degree status easier and with less frustrations. Please list any recommendations for 






. Oklahoma ·State University I STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 104 INDUSTRIAL BUILDING (405) 372-6211 Ext. 7262 DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
January 16, 1973 
A few weeks ago you should have received a letter 
wherein we asked you to respond to a questionnaire about 
factors which have influenced you as a T & 1 teacher 
working towards a B. S. degree. Many circumstances could 
have intervened preventing us from receiving your response, 
but we still need your answers and recommendations to make 
our research report complete. 
Please take a few minutes from your busy schedule, 
fill in the enclosed form and return them in the stamped, 
pre-addressed envelope today. 





Clyde B. Knight 
Assistant Professor 
TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATIOM 
BJ 
APPENDIX D 
TEACHERS RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DEGREE 
GRANTING INNOVATIONS FOR TRADE 
AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS 
84 
The following recommendatiem's,':were offered by teachers for 
degree granting innovations for ·Trade and Industrial teachers: 
A. Better services from the 'l'rade and Industrial Education 
Department at Oklahoma State'·Universi ty. 
1. New teacher getwith·a guidance counselor and set up a 
course of study;· 
2. More courses ·pertinent to trade ( 13 ) • 
3. Less degre'e re~m''l"emerr'ts. 
4. More workshops· ·fl!ir individual trades. 
85-· .. 
5. Less degree 'reqtri'rrements and more professional workshops. 
6. Mini courses for college credit during Christmas and 
Easter breaks. 
7. Have more short courses in the summer months. 
8. Provide courses closer to where the teacher resides. 
9. College credits· given for working in the trades (2). 
10. Counseling for the step test. 
11. More classes in ·'youth activities. 
12. Use T and I teacher trainers for teachers. Some others 
do not have knowledge of T & I and are hostile. 
13. Keep teachers ntore' i'nf"oritled of course offerings. 
B. Less specific degree requirements by the University for 
Trade and Industrial teachers. 
14. Less on campus hour requirements since it is difficult 
for some to go to summer school. 
15. All required education courses be on the Educational TV 
channel ( 2) • 
16. More variety of cla's·ses offered in local ~reas. 
17. Have more required classes at the Technical Institute 
on Portland. 
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18. Required degree subj-ects could be more accessible to the 
teacher who -attencls classes at night and summer. 
19. Step test is foolish since we are already teachers. 
20. Have more upper division courses available as night 
classes. 
21. Increase the numb-er of credit hours that can be taken 
by extension·. · 
22. Give credit- for teaching experience for six hours 
practice teaching (2). 
23. Make health occupation degree available at OSU. 
24. Last eighteen hours on campus (in residence) should not be 
mandatory. 
25. Do not require subjects which are of no value to trade 
instructor·s;· -
C. Better services or requirements by the State Department of 
Vocational and Technical Education. 
26. Once teacher is recruited, demand that they attend 
classes regularly to get a degree as soon as possible. 
27. Require that all T & I teachers obtain degree in eight 
years. 
28. More incentive programs to help vo-tech teacher in 
trade areas. 
29. More current p¥Oduct knowledge for trade areas. 
JO. More demand· should be placed on work in field of 
training (2). 
Jl. Use more o·f·-t11-e· fae'ili ties at the State Department. 
Teach us more a9out them. 
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